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Background
The sandy coasts of the south west are some of the most popular natural recreational areas in Western
Australia. However getting from the carpark or footpath to the beach without trampling on the vegetation
and damaging the dunes has become a major issue for coastal managers. Meeting the needs of the public to
gain quick and easy access while protecting fragile vegetation and dune structure is a difficult balance,
especially when mother nature can come along and wipe out the beach, berm and a good section of the
primary dune every now and then!

Figure 1: Gnarabup Beach during the 2013 Winter storms (Photo: Sean Blocksidge)

The Old-School Approach
Before we realised the importance of coastal dunes for habitat and natural protection, coastal access for most
people meant driving as close as possible to the beach and then following the most direct route across the
dunes. However, over time the vegetation that held these dunes together was trampled, blowouts developed
and sand would cover car parks, footpaths and roads. In some locations, beaches and dunes became a tangled
web of tracks and lost its original natural appeal.

Figure 2: City Beach car park 1957.
(Photo: Brian Cole)

Figure 3: Margaret River Carpark 1969.
(Photo: Gav McCaughey)

Solid Structures On Dynamic Surfaces
In order to maintain the natural appeal of the beaches and dunal system, along with the built assets, land
managers and community groups opted for formalising carparks and walkways with harder surfaces, installed
fences and built staircases onto the beach.
Every ten or so years, winter storms with strong
winds and large waves combined with high tides,
surge onto the beach, taking huge volumes of
sand and any material or structure that isn’t
adequately anchored down, back out to sea.
What you are often left with is a vertical sandy
face anywhere between two to ten metres high,
often with staircases and fences dangling off it in
various states. There is then no immediate way to
get safely down to the beach (except for the kids,
who love sliding down and jumping off dune
faces!). The common use of hazard tape closing
off a damaged staircase won’t stop the
determined beachgoer from using it, or creating a
new informal track down the side of it.
In the winter of 2013 the south west coast of
Western Australia was buffeted by a
compounding series of large storms where winds
of 146 km/h and waves of up to 10 metres were
Figure 4: Storm damaged beach access, Windy Harbour.
recorded. Significant erosion occurred and
(Photo: Stuart Barr)
infrastructure was impacted along the coast
including at Windy Harbour, Gnarabup, Yallingup and Busselton. Since then, these beaches have recovered
and infrastructure has been repaired and replaced, however it is only a matter of time before storms of this

magnitude reoccur, especially when taking into account the anticipated increased impacts from sea level rise
and climate change.

Figure 5: Rabbits staircase, Yallingup following the September 2013 storm. (Photo: Stuart Barr)
In this day and age of occupational health and safety, public liability and duty of care, coastal managers are
legally responsible to ensure these structures, or even the accessible natural areas, do not cause harm or injury
to the general public. Sometimes the public demands that certain beach accesses are maintained and repaired
despite the fragility of the systems in which they are built, and the on-going costs for repair and construction
(at the average rate of one thousand dollars per metre).For these reasons location and type of coastal accesses
are today regulated / determined by coastal policies and management plans, engineering, hydrological and
geological studies, flora and fauna surveys and cultural heritage assessments. Placement and design needs to
be carefully considered with a wide range of materials including hardwood, plastic, aluminium and steel
available for use.

Prevelly Staircase, March 2015. (Photo: AMR Shire)

Figure 7: Do’s and Don’ts of beach access design. (Image: South Coast Management Group)

A New Approach
Despite past experience we often still end up with
permanent structures in a dynamic area that is prone to
erosion. A new design philosophy is needed to overcome this
ongoing problem.
An existing approach used to deal with damaging storms is to
have a ‘sacrificial section’ at the base of the staircase that is
not structurally attached to the top section. The theory is
that if a severe storm impacts the staircase only the bottom
section is damaged.
Several ideas to address this issue have been proposed at
CoastSWaP forums. These include staircase designs that:
 are prefabricated, solid and rigid yet lightweight,
removable and adjustable;
 have sections that can be easily added or removed to
extend or reduce length;
 can withstand storm events by rising up and down and
moving sideways with storm surges (like a pontoon);
 can be raised up and closed off for access when a
significant storm is forecast (like a drawbridge);
 are made of marine grade aluminium
Figure 6: Sacrificial section. (Photo:
South Coast Management Group)

Figures 8 and 9: Staircases with prefab aluminium bottom sections. (Photos: The Dock Doctors)
Another ‘soft engineering’ method includes removing the need for a staircase altogether, and where suitable
re-profiling a dune section and having a track cut ‘through’ it. The sides of the track can be temporarily
fenced,brushed and planted to help stabilise, while the base of the track can be stepped or surfaced as
required using removable materials. As erosion takes place at the front of the beach, the track can be
reprofiled as required or renourished with sand at the base. This method can be considered as a managed
retreat approach and has the added advantage of providing disabled access. Careful consideration needs to
be taken with this method as it does increase fragmentation and can channel exposed sand into the path. A
cost/ benefit (economic, social and environmental) comparison between installing and maintaining a staircase
or a path, including taking into account erosion events, would be recommended.

Figure 10: A track cut through a dune with removable plastic surface (Photo: REPLAS)

Conclusion
A lot of different factors need to be considered when determining the best location and design for a
sustainable way to get to the beach. Employing the services of an experienced coastal engineer right from the
start can save lots of problems (and dollars) in the long term. Opportunities for innovative coastal staircase
designs or soft engineering methods that are more adaptable to the changing conditions experienced on sandy
coasts exist and should be taken into consideration.

For more information
Coastal Management Specification Manual, 2010 (Greenskills, South Coast Management Group)
WA Coastal Planning and Management Manual, 2003 (Department of Planning)
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